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Abstract: The metasedimel1lary rocks of possible Upper Palaeozoic age at Mersing and Tg.
Kempit are multiply deformed. Using overprinting criteria as well as fold style and orientation.
three phases of folding have been recognized. the second phase folds (F,) being predominant. The
structural evolutionary sequence in both the areas is similar. the first philse folds (F,) are coaxially
refolded by F,. and F, folds are later superposed on both F l and F,. Macroscopically. F, and F,
folds are nonplane noncylindrical and F" folds appear to be plane noncylindrical.

The structural trends of the two areas are at variance. At Mersing. the F, and F, axial planes
strike mainly northwesterly and axial plunge is towards southeast or northwest. while the trends of
Ihe 1.'1 and 1.', axial planes and axial plunge at Tg. Kempit are N to NNE.

F, and F, axes at Mersing are dispersed. The dispersion pattern may be il1lerpreted as due to
the superposition of F" folds of slip-type. the slip plane being subvertical and E-W trending with
subhorizol1lal westerly <I, kinematic axis. Alternatively. bending of the crustal block on a
subvertical axis may be responsible for the dispersion of F, and F, as well as the development of FJ

folds. The difference in structural orientation between Mersing and Tg. Kempit is also explicable in
terms of crustal bending. The postulated crustal bending may be envisaged as due to strike-slip
motions.

INTRODUCTION

The metasedimentary rocks of probable Upper Palaeozoic age occuring along the
length of the eastern coastal belt of Peninsular Malaysia show evidence for a polyphase
sequence of deformational events, but the form, geometry and kinematics of the
structures are not yet adequately known. A proper understanding of the structural
evolution, including correlation of the structural sequence of the northern and
southern sectors, of this deformed belt is essential for palaeotectonic reconstruction of
the region. Over the last decade, structures of these deformed rocks have been studied
by several workers (see, for example, Tjia, 1978a, 1978b, 1983; Yap and Tan, 1980 and
the references therein), but these studies are mainly confined to the northern sector
(Pahang and Trengganu). Very little published structural work is available from the
southern sector (Johore). Recently the authors have made some structural studies at
two localities, Mersing and Tanjung Kempit, in the southern sector (see Fig. I for
location). Coastal outcrops of deformed metasediments (mainly quartzite and
slate/phyllite) at these two areas exhibit many interesting structural features. In this
paper the results of a preliminary analysis of the mesoscopic structures observed at
these two localities are presented. The general geological accounts of these two areas
are given by Mah (1972), Lee (1972) and Roslant (1981).

Using overprinting criteria (Hopgood, 1980; Hobbs et aI., 1976) as well as
deformational style and orientation, the effects of three phases of deformation have
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